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Our Food Supply is Under Attack
By Michelle Zeh

A

re you feeling the painful pinch of inflation as your
grocery bills soar relative to how many bags you
carry out of the store? Yeah, me too. I haven’t seen
too many empty shelves in my neck of the woods yet,
though there are definitely more
than I’ve ever seen before. My jaw
drops regularly at the prices as I
notice the increases monthly and
sometimes weekly. During a presser on March 31, Justin Trudeau
said “We’ve seen… disruptions of
supply chains around the world,
which is resulting in higher prices
for consumers and democracies, like
ours, and resulting in significant
shortages and projected shortages of
food, of energy in places around the
world. This is going to be a difficult
time because of the war, because of
the recovery from the pandemic,”
US President Joe Biden mumbled
something similar the week before.
So, whether you believe the war
between Russia and Ukraine which
only started in late February is one
of two stated contributing factors
for price hikes on groceries, we’ve
been told to expect food shortages by the powers that be. And what
about the fires?
In recent months, the internet
has been abuzz with stories of numerous fires and explosions at food processing plants, animal feed processing plants, fertilizer production facilities, food distribution hubs, dairy, egg, poultry and cattle farms, and meat
packers across the US, with a couple of notable incidents
in Canada, and totaling more than 35 such incidents just
since January of this year.
Though fact checkers and government funded mainstream media talking heads are out in full force to
debunk any claims that this could be a manufactured
crisis, there are just too many incidents for the
critical thinkers to ignore. A quick internet search
will yield many independent media stories about
the fires, alongside those fact checks of course.
Even the FBI put out a warning in April about
increased cyber attack threats on agricultural
institutions. In their press release, they specifically noted ransomware attacks in 2021 and early
2022 could disrupt the planting season by affecting the supply of seeds and fertilizer: “A significant disruption of grain production could impact
the entire food chain since grain is not only consumed by humans but also used for animal feed.
In addition, a significant disruption of grain and
corn production could impact commodities trading and
stocks.”
What amounts to a manufactured health crisis in
my opinion, that’s been pushed onto us for the last 2+
years has most certainly contributed to a lack of overall housekeeping and equipment maintenance through
lockdowns, labour shortages and lack of parts, but the
number of fires does seem extreme to me. Could this be a
deliberate attempt to sabotage our food supply? I’ve laid
out a timeline for you below and further details can be
obtained through your search engine.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jan 12, Fayetteville, IL – Deli Star meat packers
Apr 11, Robards, KY- Tyson poultry processor
Jul 26, Memphis, TN, – Kellogg cereal plant
Aug 2, Handel, AL – Tyson animal feed plant
Aug 24, Comcast, GA – Patak meat products
Sep 13, Grand Island NE, – JBS beef processing plant.
Oct 13 – Caldwell ID – Darigold butter production plant

• Nov 29, Scott Twp PA, Maid Rite Steak Co.
• Dec 12, San Antonio, TX – West Side food processing
plant.
• Dec 13, Collins MS – Sanderson Animal Feed processing
Moving on to 2022, you’ll notice the uptick in frequency
of occurrences.
• Jan 2, Momence IL – Van Drunen Farms Tuthill plant
• Jan 7, Hamilton, ON – Unnamed poultry processing
plant
• Jan 8, Fresno CA – Raw Far Creamery

• Feb 28, Sunnyside WA – Nutrien Ag Solutions Fertilizer
Plant
• Mar 14, Longswamp Twp PA – Unnamed Dairy farm
• Mar 17, Jonesboro AK, Nestle prepared foods.
• Mar 18, Plainfield, IN – Walmart Distribution Centre
including food.
• Mar 23, Piscataway NJ – Pepsi Food Processing Plant
• March 23, Sherbrooke QC –
Center de Valorisation de l’Ailment
de l’Estrie
• Mar 24, Belfast ME – Penobscot
McCrum Potato Processing plant.
• Mar 29, Maricopa AZ – Maricopa
Food Pantry
• Mar 31, San Juan TX – Rio Fresh
Onion Packing Facility
• Apr 11, Conway NH – East Conway
Beef and Pork
• Apr 13, Salinas CA – Taylor Farms
Food Processing
• Apr 13, Heyburn ID – Gem State
Potato & Food Processing Plant
• Apr 18, Dufur OR – Azure
Standard – Largest US Organic
Food Distributor
• Apr 20, Leoti KS – Nutrient Ag
Solutions fertilizer plant.
• Apr 21, Covington, GA – General
Mills Cereal plant
• Apr 24, Cedar Rapids IA – General
Mills Manufacturing Site
• Apr 25, Suffolk VA – Hormel Foods
• Apr 28, Kalona IA – Agriway
Partners
• Apr 30, Chesapeake WV – Perdue Farms plant
• May 1, Fresno CA – Saladino’s Food Processing Plant
• May 7, Green Bay WI – JBS Meat Packing Plant
• May 29, Howard Lake, MN – Forsman Farms
• May 31, Wadena, MN – Minnestoa Valley Irrigation
(equipment used in farming)
• June 8, Arcola LA – Purina Feed Mill
• Jun 13, Belmont WI – Festive Foods
• Jul 13, East Lubbock TX – Purina Feed Mill
An article from the US based National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) Journal, even
though they admittedly don’t keep data specific to fires that occur in food processing plants,
claims there’s nothing to see here. Birgitte
Messerschmidt, the NFPA Research Director
says 2019 was a particularly bad year for industrial fires. There were over 5,300 — nearly 15
a day — but I can only find 10 such incidents
relating to food processing facilities for that
year. (Source https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/
thread/376412951/#376) Not even 7 full months
into 2022 and there have already been 37 incidents at food processing plants in the US alone.
Also, it’s the NFPA article that the fact checkers keep referencing so I haven’t got much faith in those fact checkers.
Something else to consider is the cap of fertilizer
shipments announced by Union Pacific Railway in April.
Majority shares totaling 15.58% of UPR are held by none
other than Vanguard Group and Blackrock Inc. Alongside
the 2 fertilizer plant fires, a backlog of shipments over the
last 2+ years and now the caps, the result is farmers are
receiving less fertilizer, which also has to be contributing
to lower yield and higher prices.
Fertilizer however, isn’t in the only product affected
See, ‘Ready’ p.2

“On a positive note,
if you enjoy dining on insects,
London, Ontario
is now home to Aspire Food Group’s
cricket processing facility.”

2021

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jan 14, Lecompte LA – Cargill-Nutrena feed mill.
Jan 20, Warden WA – Washington Potato Co.
Jan 31, Winston Salem NC – Wiston Weaver Fertilizer
Feb 3, Stowe VT – Percy Dairy Farm
Feb 3, Mauston WI, Wisconsin River Meats
Feb 4, Live Oak CA – Diamond Walnut Growers
Feb 15, El Paso TX, Bonnza Meat Co.
Feb 16, Claypool, IN – Louis Dreyfus Co. soybean processing and biodiesel plant.
• Feb 18, Panton VT – Bess View Dairy Farm
• Feb 22, Hermiston OR – Shearer’s Foods Potato Plant
• Feb 28, Lincoln NB – Shadow Brook Farm & Dutch Girl
Creamery
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On COVID vaccines:
Why They Cannot Work, And Irrefutable Evidence Of Their Causative Role In Deaths After Vaccination
By Sucharit Bhakdi, MD and Arne Burkhardt, MD
| doctors4covidethics.org
The authors
r. Bhakdi has spent his life practicing, teaching
and researching medical microbiology and infectious diseases. He chaired the Institute of Medical
Microbiology and Hygiene at the Johannes Gutenberg
University of Mainz, Germany, from 1990 until his
retirement in 2012. He has published over 300 research
articles in the fields of immunology, bacteriology,
virology and parasitology, and served from 1990 to
2012 as Editor-in-Chief of Medical Microbiology and
Immunology, one of the first scientific journals of this
field that was founded by Robert Koch in 1887.
Dr. Arne Burkhardt is a pathologist who has taught
at the Universities of Hamburg, Berne and Tübingen.
He was invited for visiting professorships/study visits in Japan (Nihon University), the United States
(Brookhaven National Institute), Korea, Sweden,
Malaysia and Turkey. He headed the Institute of
Pathology in Reutlingen for 18 years. Subsequently, he
worked as an independent practicing pathologist with

D

consulting contracts with laboratories in the US. Burkhardt
has published more than 150
scientific articles in German
and international scientific
journals as well as contributions to handbooks in German,
English and Japanese. Over
many years he has audited and
certified institutes of pathology
in Germany.

The evidence
We herewith present scientific evidence that calls for
an immediate stop of the use
of gene-based COVID-19 vaccines. We first lay out why the
agents cannot protect against Sucharit Bhakdi, MD (left) and and Arne Burkhardt, MD (right) claim vaccines
viral infection. While no posi- against Covid are not only innefective but may be deadly.
tive effects can be expected,
Why the vaccines cannot protect against
we show that the vaccines can trigger self-destructive
infection
processes that lead to debilitating illness and death.
A fundamental mistake underlying the development of the COVID-19 vaccines was to neglect the
functional distinction between the two major categories of antibodies which the body produces in order to
protect itself from pathogenic microbes.
The first category (secretory IgA) is produced
Rembrandt Foods in Iowa (owned by billionaire Glen
Taylor) that occurred during March and April. One sin- by immune cells (lymphocytes) which are located
gle ‘confirmed’ case of avian flu led to the inhumane directly underneath the mucous membranes that line
destruction of 5.3 million HEALTHY egg-laying chickens. the respiratory and intestinal tract. The antibodies
Tom Cullen of the Iowa newspaper The Storm Lake Times produced by these lymphocytes are secreted through
revealed the birds were culled using a system called ven- and to the surface of the mucous membranes. These
tilation shut down (VSD+) in which air is closed off to the antibodies are thus on site to meet air-borne virusbarns and heat pumped in until the temperature rises es, and they may be able to prevent viral binding and
above 104º F, thus suffocating and practically roasting infection of the cells.
The second category of antibodies (IgG and circuthe animals to death. After assisting with this reprehensible deed, 200+ workers were subsequently fired. I can’t lating IgA) occur in the bloodstream. These antibodies protect the internal organs of the body from infecimagine how they’re doing mentally.
Incidentally, on July 15, Canada imposed a ban on the tious agents that try to spread via the bloodstream.
Vaccines that are injected into the muscle – i.e.,
import of live birds, raw chicken and eggs from as many
as 21 states and that number will likely grow. I don’t the interior of the body – will only induce IgG and
know the statistics on how much poultry Canada imports circulating IgA, not secretory IgA. Such antibodies
from the US specifically, but I’ve seen many packages in cannot and will not effectively protect the mucous
the cooler section of larger grocery store chains with the membranes from infection by SARS-CoV-2. Thus, the
USDA stamp on them. I guess we’re going to be seeing currently observed “breakthrough infections” among
vaccinated individuals merely confirm the fundaless of those.
In other related news, on June 8th the California State mental design flaws of the vaccines. Measurements of
Water Resources Control Board announced that water antibodies in the blood can never yield any informadiverted from rivers and streams would no longer be tion on the true status of immunity against infection
available to ~4500 water rights holders between Fresno of the respiratory tract.
The inability of vaccine-induced antibodies to
County and the Oregon border, forcing them to turn to
wells, stored water or groundwater if they have it. There prevent coronavirus infections has been reported in
were cutbacks last year too, however they didn’t happen recent scientific publications.
until August. Less or no water means less or no crops The vaccines can trigger self-destruction
and with California being the number one supplier of
A natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus)
produce to the US, and Canada importing much of its
will
in most individuals remain localized to the respiproduce from the US, this can’t be a good thing. (Source
ratory
tract. In contrast, the vaccines cause cells deep
https://calmatters.org/environment/2022/06/californiainside
our body to express the viral spike protein,
delta-water-cutbacks/)
which
they
were never meant to do by nature. Any cell
On a positive note, if you enjoy dining on insects,
which
expresses
this foreign antigen will come under
London, Ontario is now home to Aspire Food Group’s
attack
by
the
immune
system, which will involve both
cricket processing facility. According to Mohammed
IgG
antibodies
and
cytotoxic
T-lymphocytes. This
Ashour, co-founder of Aspire, “Crickets have this incredmay
occur
in
any
organ.
We
are
seeing now that the
ible ability to convert what they eat into protein bioheart
is
affected
in
many
young
people, leading to
mass.” He further claims that they can produce protein
myocarditis
or
even
sudden
cardiac
arrest and death.
much more efficiently and with a fraction of the amount
How
and
why
such
tragedies
might
causally
be linked
of food, water and land needed by other protein sources.”
to
vaccination
has
remained
a
matter
of
conjecture
Their target harvest rate is 13 million kilograms or 9 metric tons annually. In a June 27 news release, Agriculture because scientific evidence has been lacking. This
and Agri-Food Canada revealed that they are invest- situation has now been rectified.
ing as much as $8.5 million into Aspire’s facility, stating Histopathologic studies: the patients
“Alternative sources of protein such as insects provide an
Histopathologic analyses have been performed
opportunity for Canada’s agriculture and agri-food sector on the organs of 15 persons who died after vaccinato more sustainably meet global demand for food. Aspire’s tion. The age, gender, vaccination record, and time
goal to tackle global food scarcity led to its focus on edible of death after injection of each patient are listed in
insect protein, which can provide high volumes of nutri- the table on the next page. The following points are of
tious food with a low environmental footprint.” Canada’s utmost importance:
Actually Foods already sells three flavours of their crick- • Prior to death, only 4 of the 15 patients had been
et protein puffs to Canadian consumers but you’d need
treated in the ICU for more than 2 days. The majorto read the label to know and, buyer beware, if you have
ity were never hospitalized and died at home (5), on
a shellfish allergy, you will likely have a cricket protein
the street (1), at work (1), in the car (1), or in homeallergy as well.
care facilities (1). Therefore, in most cases, theraSo, while food related manufacturing facilities conpeutic intervention is unlikely to have significantly
tinue to burn, regardless of the cause, poultry contininfluenced the post-mortem findings.
ues to be culled at an alarming rate, water is cut off for • Not a single death was brought into any possible
California farmers, fertilizer and diesel exhaust fluid
association with the vaccination by the coroner
shipments are capped, and grocery prices skyrocket, just
or the public prosecutor; this association was only
remember, there’s a cheaper, creepy crawly alternative
established by our autopsy findings.
coming to a grocery store near you if it isn’t already there.
Bon appétit!
See, ‘Covid’ p.10

Ready to Eat the Bugs?
Continued from p.1
by the caps.
Diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), required by newer diesel
engines is also among the delivery caps. As if diesel users
haven’t been feeling the pinch already with the soaring
fuel prices, it’s now more difficult for them to get DEF. It
makes operating the newer diesel vehicles impossible if
the DEF tank is empty, unless owners disable the emission cutting component of their exhaust systems. I’ve
also read about a diesel oil additive shortage. According
to Mike Adams of Natural News, Chevron (US) and
Lubrizol (Italy) are the sole producers of the additives
which make up to 25% of engine oil and they haven’t
been producing ‘for a while now’, with no plans to start
again until some time in 2023, citing maintenance issues.
Most trucks, trains, ships, farm and industrial equipment
use diesel fuel and require 10W40 or 15W40 oil to lubricate their engines, so I don’t know about you, but I can
see where this is headed. I wonder if we can go back to
using canola oil instead?
Remind me again why both the Biden and Trudeau
governments shut down the Keystone XL Pipeline? Oh
right, so we can push electric everything onto humanity,
while using gas and oil to operate the mining equipment
while destroying large swathes of the environment to find
that precious lithium and cobalt for those non recyclable
batteries. Insanity!
Back to the potentially manufactured food crisis, it
warrants the planting of another seed for the critical
thinkers. If you’ve paid a modicum of attention to government funded legacy media, you’ll be aware that tens
of millions of chickens, turkeys and ducks have been
culled in the US, Canada and across the world to combat the spread of the alleged avian influenza outbreak.
According to a United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Q&A publication dated April 2015, people can’t
catch avian flu from eating a supposedly infected chicken or egg as long as the product is cooked to the standard
safe food handling internal temperature of 165º F. So
why are these animals being destroyed when they could
be cooked and then frozen for human or pet consumption? Are the birds actually exhibiting symptoms? I ask
because the USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS) is proactively attending private and
commercial farms to test their fowl.
According to a USDA fact sheet also from April 2015,
APHIS is using rapid tests similar to the COVID-19 rapid
tests to diagnose and subsequently determine the fate
of these birds, healthy or not. I have personally tested
and witnessed the COVID-19 rapid tests from two different manufacturers show positive results from swabs
taken from kiwi fruit from three different growers and
also from tap water. Asymptomatic, meaning HEALTHY
people have been testing positive for something that also
affects kiwis and tap water in my first-hand experience.
It certainly makes me question the accuracy and validity of these rapid tests. What are they detecting exactly?
And, given the hype over the alleged and never proven
asymptomatic spread of COVID-19, is APHIS looking for
any other sources such as contaminated water, feed or
perhaps pesticides that could be sparking these alleged
illnesses? I have my doubts.
On the method of destruction of these birds, it’s noteworthy to mention the cruelty in at least one instance at
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Food Shortages In Six Months
– The Globalists Are Telling Us What Happens Next
The IMF, the BIS, World Bank, The UN, the Rockefeller
Foundation, the World Economic Forum, Bank of
America and even Biden himself are all predicting a
n mid 2007, the Bank for International Settlements
major food crisis in the near term, and it is not a coin(BIS) (the central bank of central banks) released
cidence that the policies of these very institutions and
a statement predicting an impending “Great
the actions of puppet politicians that work with them
Depression” caused by a credit market implosion. That
are causing the crisis they are now predicting. That is
same year the International Monetary Fund (IMF) also
to say, it’s easy to predict a disaster when you create
published warnings of “subprime woes” leading to wider
the disaster.
economic strife. I started writing alternative economic
The claim is that Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is the
analysis only a year earlier in 2006 and I immediately
primary
cause, but this is a distraction from the real
thought it was strange that these massive globalist instiissue.
Yes,
sanctions against Russia will eventually lead
tutions with far-reaching influence on the financial world
to
less
food
supply, but the globalists and the media are
were suddenly starting to sound a lot like those of us in
purposely
ignoring
the bigger threat, which is currenthe liberty movement.
cy devaluation and price inflation created by central
This was 16 years ago, so many people reading this
banks pumping out tens of trillions of dollars in stimumight not even remember, but in 2007 the
lus packages to prop up “too big to fail” coralternative media had already been warnporate partners.
ing about an impending deflationary crash
In 2020 alone, the Fed created over $6 trilin US markets and housing for some time.
lion from nothing and air dropped it into the
And, not surprisingly, the mainstream media
economy through covid welfare programs.
was always there to deny all of our concerns
Add that to the many trillions of dollars that
as “doom-mongering” and “conspiracy theothe Fed has printed since the credit crash in
ry.” Less than a year later, the first companies
2008 — It has been a nonstop dollar destrucawash in derivatives began to announce they
tion party and now the public is starting to
were on the verge of bankruptcy and everyfeel the consequences. Lucky for the central
thing tanked.
bankers that covid struck and Russia invadThe media response? They made two
ed Ukraine, because now they can deflect all
very bizarre claims simultaneously: “No one
the blame for the inflationary calamity they
could have seen it coming” and “We saw this
have engineered onto the pandemic and onto
coming a mile away.” Mainstream journalPutin.
ists scrambled to position themselves as the
Inflation hit 40 year highs in the US well
soothsayers of the day as if they said all along
before Russia invaded Ukraine, but let’s conthat the crash was imminent, yet, there were
sider the ramifications of that war and how it
only a handful of people who actually did call
affects the food supply.
it and none of them were in the MSM. Also
The Russian invasion certainly disrupts
ignored was the fact that the BIS and IMF had
Ukrainian
grain production, which makes up
published their own “predictions” well before
Photo credit: F Armstrong Photography / Shutterstock.com
around 11% of the total world wheat market.
the crash; the media pretended as if they did
Russia also maintains a 17% share and togethnot exist.
Let’s
look
specifically
at
the
food
shortage
problem
in
er
these
two
nations feed a large swath of third world
In the alternative media we watch the statements and
detail…
nations
and
parts
of Europe with 30% of wheat and baropen admissions of the globalists VERY carefully because
Food
Shortages
In
Six
Months
ley
exports,
19%
of
corn exports, 23% of canola exports,
they are not in the business of threat analysis; rather,
A
week
ago
there
was
a
torrent
of
press
releases
from
and
78%
of
sunflower
exports. It is the sanctions on
they are in the business of threat synthesis. That is to
global
institutions
all
mentioning
the
exact
same
conRussia
that
are
a
problem
well beyond Ukraine, however,
say, if something goes very wrong in the world economicern:
Food
shortages
within
the
next
3
to
6
months.
These
as
Russia
also
produces
around
20% of global ammonia
cally, central bankers and money elites with aspirations
statements
line
up
very
closely
with
my
own
estimates,
as
and
20%
of
global
potash
supplies.
These are key ingreof a single centralized economic authority for the world
are ALWAYS found to have a hand in that disaster. For I have been warning regularly about impending dangers dients to fertilizers used in large scale industrial farming.
some reason, they like to tell us what they are about to do of inflation leading to food rationing and supply chain Farmers are estimating an overall price spike of around
10% in food markets, but I believe this is very conservabefore they do it. The idea that globalists artificially cre- disruptions.
tive. I am already seeing overall price increases of at least
20% from six months ago, and I expect there to be another 30% in price hikes before this year is over. In other
words, we are looking at 50% average increases in 2022.
mask
indoors
around
others.
17%
say
sometimes,
leaving
By Spencer Fernando | SpencerFernando.com
Official government inflation data and CPI cannot
just 29% who wear a mask indoors “all the time” or “most
be trusted. Double whatever numbers they give and you
mere 25% support continued vaccine passports, of the time.”
Support for travel restrictions is even lower, as will be much closer to the truth. The inflation rate used
down from 70% last year.
by Shadowstats.com, calculated using methods once
Canadians have shifted their views dramatically when Canadians move on
With the Liberals still mulling over continued travel applied by the US government in the 1980s before they
it comes to vaccine passports.
According to a new Angus Reid survey, just 25% of restrictions, just 14% of Canadians want travel restric- “adjusted” their models to hide the data, supports my
position so far.
tions brought back.
Canadians want vaccine passports to continue.
Clearly, Canadians are moving on from the pandemic Inflation vs. Supply vs. Control
To get a sense of the shift, 70% supported them in
It’s not just globalist organizations talking about
mindset.
September of 2021.
incoming
food shortages; the CEO of international food
People
recognize
that
there
is
still
risk,
but
that
risk
Support for mask mandates has also dropped dracorporation
Goya has also recently warned we are on
must
be
managed
on
the
individual
level,
with
each
of
us
matically.
the
precipice
of a food crisis. As I have noted in the past,
choosing
the
level
of
risk
we
are
comfortable
with.
The
From a height of 86% support in November 2020, to
inflation
leads
to government price controls, price congovernment
shouldn’t
be
making
those
decisions.
72% in February 2022, just over half (51%), support mask
trols
lead
to
lack
of production incentives (profits), lack
Unfortunately,
the
authoritarian
Trudeau
Liberals
mandates now.
of
profits
leads
to
loss of production, loss of production
remain
addicted
to
the
power
that
pandemic
fear
enabled
Social pressure
leads
to
shortages,
and shortages lead to government
them
to
grab,
and
are
unwilling
to
give
it
up.
There was clearly an element of social pressure
They continue to do everything they can to perpetu- rationing (control over all large food sources).
involved in previous surveys.
As we have seen with almost every authoritarian
We all knew that many people were claiming to sup- ate the fear-based mindset, and continually muse about
regime
in modern history, control over the food supply
port restrictions and mandates because they thought it’s reimposing draconian restrictions in the supposed ‘next
is
key
to
controlling the population. It is only surpassed
what everyone else was doing, even as many didn’t per- wave.’
as
a
strategic
concern by control over energy (which we
Further, the Liberals have reimposed random testing
sonally follow the policies they claimed to support.
will
also
see
shortages
of as soon as Europe sanctions
Now, there is an increasing convergence between at airports, and previous vaccine mandates have contribRussian
oil
and
gas
and
starts eating up supplies from
what people actually feel, and how they are answering uted to a large-scale loss of staff that has caused extensive
other
exporters).
The
food
issue hits closest to home
surveys, due to the fear-based environment having less- travel chaos.
because
we
can
see
the
effects
immediately on our walAs
if
that’s
not
enough,
the
Liberals
continue
to
push
ened somewhat — despite Liberal government attempts
lets
and
on
our
families.
There
is
nothing worse for many
the
ArriveCan
app,
and
are
making
it
permanent,
the
to keep it going.
parents
than
the
prospect
of
their
children going hungry.
clearest
example
yet
of
how
corrupt
authoritarians
will
Of note, while 51% respondents say they would supThe
mainstream
media
is
once
again ignoring any
use
a
temporary
crisis
to
push
for
a
long-term
assault
on
port mask mandates, 54% say they rarely or never wear a
potential economic threat, specifically, they are denyour rights and freedoms.
With Canadians moving on while the Liberals ing the notion of food shortages as something to be worrefuse to do so, the only thing that will get Canada ried about. I say, why listen to a group of people that
fully back to normal is for the Liberals to be are always wrong on these types of events? If anything,
I would at least take the words of the globalists seriousdefeated and removed from power entirely.
ly when it comes to economic collapse; they benefit the
most from such disasters after all, and they also have the
Originally published at: www.SpencerFernando.com
most influence when it comes to triggering crisis.
By Brandon Smith | alt-market.us

I

ate economic collapse events will of course be criticized
as “conspiracy theory,” but it is a FACT.
The Great Reset agenda proposed by WEF head Klaus
Schwab is just one example of the many discussions hidden in plain sight by globalists concerning their plans
to use economic and social decline as an “opportunity”
to quickly establish a new one world system based on
socialism and technocracy.
The primary problem with discerning what the globalists are planning is not in uncovering secret agendas — They tend to openly discuss their agendas if you
know where to look. No, the problem is in separating the
admissions from the disinformation, the lies from the
truth. This requires matching up globalist white papers
and statements to the facts and evidence at hand in the
real world.

POLL: Support For Vaccine Passports Has Collapsed

A

Originally published at alt-market.us
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The Psychology of Totalitarianism by Mattias Desmet.
A Book Review
mysterious essence that escapes logical explanation
and which can be described only in the language of
poetry and metaphor.
At this point some may be asking, “What does this have
to do with mass formation psychosis?” Be patient. Desmet
writes his book like a mystery novel building suspense
as he slowly reveals the mysterious ways of the human
psyche and the community of humans within it resides.
It is important to note that the rigidity of materialism and a mechanized universe causes a “deadness” and
“meaninglessness” to life and to nature. All subjectivity is
wiped out and is relegated to the “non real” garbage heap
of zero significance.
Man may not realize it, but his humanity does not really matter, it is nothing essential. His whole existence, his
longing and his lust, his romantic lamentations and his
most superficial needs, his joy and his sorrow, his doubt
and his choices, his anger and unreasonableness, his pleasure and his suffering, his deepest aversion and his most
lofty aesthetic appreciations, in short, the entire drama
of his existence, can ultimately be reduced to elementary
particles that interact according to the laws of mechanics.
This is the credo of materialism.
Desmet continues with this theme of rigid materialism
leading to a breakdown of human connection, not only a
disconnection with fellow humans, but a disconnection
with nature, and a disconnection with life itself.
Social connections were also transformed beyond
recognition. The invention of radio and television led to
the rise of the mass media and a corresponding decline in
direct human interactions with a merely social function.
Evening meetings between neighbours, pub gatherings,
harvest festivals, rituals, and celebrations—they were
progressively replaced by consumption of what the media
presented. This seduced us into certain social laziness. It
was no longer necessary to make the effort that is required
for interaction with fellow human beings.

belief in an artificially created paradise.”
There is a lot of detail in this book regarding how
authority affects the person, or mass, falling under the
spell of “science obsession.” He cites numerous references to the Covid situation so those of you anxious to read
about how Desmet’s theories illuminate the current situation, you will have plenty to mull over.
Desmet explains that there are four conditions for
mass formation: 1. Generalized loneliness, social isolation, and lack of social bonds among the population. 2.
Lack of meaning in life. 3. Widespread presence of freefloating anxiety and psychological unease within a population. 4. Free floating frustration and aggression. It is
relatively easy to see how these four conditions can come
about after understanding the foundation that creates
them. Conformity abounds due to ritualistic behaviour in
service to the collective (as per instructions from the totalitarian focal point).
Totalitarian systems typically make it nearly impossible for people to gather in larger groups, and they strive to
sever all social and family ties and replace them with the
only allowable bond: the one between the individual and
the totalitarian system (that is, the collective).
After chapter 5 there is a little summation that the
author offers us that helps with a more thorough understanding of what has just been read. These little summations appear throughout the book, and this reader found
them very helpful in tying everything together. Dr. Desmet
must certainly be a fine teacher!
Here it is:
In the first five chapters of this book, I described how
Todd Hayen, PhD, RP
the emergence of the mechanistic worldview brought
society into a specific psychological condition over the
n a word: Brilliant. In a sentence: Desmet answers
past centuries. Society was increasingly gripped by a fanatcompelling questions that we have been asking since
ical, mechanistic ideology that degenerated into dogma
day one of this Covid fiasco, and some of us asked quite
and blind belief (chapter 1); experiences of meaninglessa bit before that. No one else has, in my opinion, come
ness and social isolation increased hand over fist (chapclose to fulfilling this task.
ter 2); hopes were increasingly placed on
Let me start with a quote directly from the horse’s
a utopian, technological solution to the
mouth:
problems inherent in human existence
Mass formation is, in essence, a kind of group
"Mass formation is,… a kind of group hypnosis
(chapter 3); public space was increasinghypnosis that destroys individuals’ ethical selfly dominated by a pseudoscientific disthat
destroys
individuals’
ethical
self-awareness
awareness and robs them of their ability to think
of numbers, data, and statistics
critically. This process is insidious in nature; popuand robs them of their ability to think critically." course
that
completely
blurred the line between
lations fall prey to it unsuspectingly. To put it in the
scientific
facts
and
fiction (chapter 4);
words of Yuval Noah Harari: Most people wouldn’t
and
epidemic
fear
and
uncertainty made
even notice the shift towards a totalitarian regime.
We
are
starting
to
see
where
this
is
going,
eh?
the
population
yearn
for
absolute
authority
(chapter 5).
We associate totalitarianism mainly with labour, conMore
from
Desmet:
In
the
present
chapter,
I’ll
describe
how,
from
here, the
centration, and extermination camps, but those are
To
summarize,
science
led
to
a
formidable
ability
socially
fragmented
population
suddenly
reunites
into a
merely the final, bewildering stage of a long process.
to
alter
the
material
world
through
industrialization
unit
through
the
process
of
mass
formation.
This quote, found in the earlier pages of this excellent
and mechanization. But this also gave rise to problems,
The final chapters contain suggestions regarding our
book, sets the stage for what is yet to come. Not only does
especially
regarding
our
relationships,
both
with
each
future
path, and investigates the efficacy of a particuthis book answer the question foremost on everyone’s
other,
and
with
nature.
Furthermore,
we’re
faced
with
lar
approach
in confronting this mass formation and the
mind, “WTF?” it does so in a very organized, straightforproblems
that
are
caused
by
the
fact
that
science—or
totalitarian
regime
being formed as a result (or was already
ward, and detailed way. The above quote illustrates what
that
which
passes
for
science
today—is
often
neither
present).
The
purpose
of this review is to whet your appemany of us have used in articles and commentaries for
accurate
nor
reliable.
tite
and
to
encourage
you to have a read of this book’s
quite some time, the “boiling frog” analogy: put a frog in
Of
course
there
is
a
lot
more
from
Desmet
than
what
entirety
yourself.
For
anyone
interested in the psychology
a pot of water on the stove, turn up the heat slowly, and
I
am
quoting
here,
but
this
should
give
the
reader
of
this
at
the
heart
of
this
Covid
insanity,
this is a must read.
he will be cooked (and quite dead) before he realizes any
review
an
idea
of
the
flavour
of
his
narrative.
He
continues
The
book
can
be
purchased
on
Amazon
or at BookShop.org
danger. Although many have triumphantly pointed out
with
an
explanation
of
the
consequences
of
these
sorts
of
that in real life this simply is not true, I stick by the analogy,
disconnections and isolation and how it leads to a human Article originally published at ShrewViews.com
and besides, who said this is “real life”?
Desmet lays out his book the following way. It is divid- state of loneliness, despair, hopelessness, anxiety, and
ed into three parts, each part with detailed chapters. Part meaninglessness. Bringing these observations to our cur1 is “Science and its Psychological Effects,” Part 2 is “Mass rent time and how they relate to the Covid crises Desmet
Formation and Totalitarianism,” Part 3, the final part, is explains:
With the coronavirus crisis, the trend towards a
“Beyond the Mechanistic Worldview.” Right off the bat,
Please note, these websites are provided as sources of
digital
society made a big leap forward. Teleworking
Desmet dives into the “set up” for the mess we are curalternative information. Druthers does not necessarily agree
became the norm, student life took place online, aperirently in (as well as the many messes the world has already
with all material found on these sites. Please use your own
tif and coffee were consumed in front of a television or
experienced throughout the ages). To put it bluntly, the
discretion, yet keep an open mind. Explore and analyze
computer screen, even sex was mediated through techsoil in which the seeds of totalitarianism are planted coninformation and evidence with us.
nological machinery and the death penalty was carried
tains a fundamental corruption: the limitations set on sciYou
can visit druthers.net to get in touch.
out from a safe digital distance. Initially, it was mainly
ence and the scientific method. In a word, this would be
seen as a necessity and occasionally as an advantage.
action4canada.com
vaccinechoicecanada.com
materialism (in a mechanistic cause and effect universe).
People
felt
protected
from
the
virus,
saved
time,
avoidAnd more succinctly, an insistence that the universe can
americasfrontlinedoctors.com
freedomrising.info
ed traffic jams, reduced their ecological footprint, and
be thoroughly, rigidly, and definitively, described through
constitutionalconventions.ca
worlddoctorsalliance.com
spared themselves the stress and discomfort that can
a quantitative and reductionist method. Desmet describes
characterize human encounters.
stopworldcontrol.com
thehighwire.com
this confusion through the evolution of science in wonDesmet
goes
on
to
explain
that
this
“digitalization”
derful detail, coming to a modern conclusion when chaos
evidencenotfear.com
corbettreport.com
theory was first introduced: “Chaos theory showed in a of life leads to “digital depression” and a myriad of other
activistpost.com
pressfortruth.ca
truly revolutionary way that matter is constantly orga- deep psychological and soulful assaults. The result is a
freedomforumcanada.com
weareallessential.ca
nizing itself in ways that cannot possibly be explained in disconnection to the things that make us human, and
this
condition,
in
fact,
leads
to
totalitarianism,
a
centralmechanistic terms.”
thefreedompages.ca
stand4thee.com
ized control by an all knowing entity. “Why is mankind so
Another quote from the book:
hopelessly seduced by the mechanistic ideology? Partly
standupcanada.solutions
awarriorcalls.com
Most are of the opinion that science consists of
because
it’s
under
the
influence
of
the
following
illusion:
lauralynn.tv
takeactioncanada.ca
making dry, logical connections between “objectively”
that one is able to remove the discomforts of existence withobservable facts. However, science is, in fact,
libertycoalitioncanada.com
brightlightnews.com
out having to question oneself at all.” The authority knows
characterized by empathy, a resonant affinity between
all. Desmet explains, “totalitarianism is ultimately the logawakecanada.org
gbdeclaration.org
the observer and the phenomenon under investigation.
ical
extension
of
a
generalized
obsession
with
science,
the
As such, science stumbles upon an unknowable and

I

Websites of Interest

jccf.ca
swprs.org

VaccineRegret.net
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“You Will Own Nothing”, So They Say
borrower’s bank needs only to receive a million dollars
in the liabilities of other banks and the result will also
be a net payment of zero.
“The issue which has swept down the centuries and
The real world process is infinitely more compliwhich will have to be fought sooner or later is the people
cated, but through the clearing system, most interversus the banks.” Lord Acton 1834-1902
bank debts cancel each other out. Banks that come up
“Whenever a bank makes a loan, it simultaneously creshort on deposits pay interest to banks that have excess
ates a matching deposit in the borrower’s bank account,
deposits at the “interbank rate”. This interest rate on
thereby creating new money.” Money Creation in the
interbank debt of reserves reduces any profit from
Modern Economy (2014)
making loans in excess of deposits, and thus disciplines
he above ‘banker’s privilege’, recently admitbanks to remain within their deposit base.
ted to by the Bank of England and subsequentTo recap: while banks do not lend depositors’ money,
ly affirmed by the Riksbank (Sweden’s central
as people have long and wrongly
bank) and the Swiss National bank
assumed, banks still need a dolis all that is needed to correctly
lar deposit to make a dollar loan.
understand what money is in the
The order is just reversed. First
current system — principal debt
create new money. Then get the
to a bank. Central bank reserves
equivalent back as a deposit. As
are principal debt to the central
long as a bank receives deposbank. “Money” is principal debt to
its equal to or greater than witha commercial bank. See my previdrawals, it can create as much
ous article The Crucial Need to be
money as borrowers are willing
Free of Monetary Misconceptions
to borrow.
(Druthers, July 2022)
Mathematically
Inevitable
Bankers’ Magic
Default
Most money is created as mortAs a liability on a bank’s balgages. When what we commonance sheet, bank credit money
ly refer to as ‘the borrower’ signs
ceases to exist when a principal
the loan document, promising to
payment is made to a bank.
pay the bank let’s say one milIn the current situation, the
lion dollars plus interest over time,
central bank seeks to reduce the
the bank promises the borrower
inflation caused by the bank’s
one million dollars by typing that
previous low interest rates and
number into the borrower’s cheexcessive money supply expanquing account. In this way, one
sion. Interest rates are, therefore,
million dollars of spendable new
being increased. The intention
bank credit has been created. The
is to discourage new money crebank has converted the borrower’s
ation. But the stability of the syspromise (liability) that the public
tem depends on money creation
would not accept as money into the
never slowing down. See my prebank’s promise (liability) that the
vious article — The Crucial Need
public does accept as money. This process creates about
ences how much central bank money banks want to
to be Free of Monetary Misconceptions (Druthers, July
97% of the money supply in most developed nations.
hold in reserve … Rather than controlling the quan2022)
The borrower buys the house and the borrower’s
tity of reserves, central banks today typically impleIf new money creation fails to keep pace with, or
bank now owes the seller’s bank one million dollars in
ment monetary policy by setting the price of reserves
exceeds the amount of money repaid as principal debt
central bank reserves. Central bank reserves are cred— that is, interest rates.”
and is extinguished, the inevitable result is a shrinkage
it for printed cash on demand. Central bank reserves
Now let’s return to the million dollars in central in the amount of money in existence. Unless the shortare the real money of the system in that banks have to bank reserves our borrower’s bank owes the seller’s age is made up by someone creating new debt, to fight
pay each other with central bank reserves which they bank after the borrower’s cheque is deposited at the a war for example, this has to mathematically cause
are unable to create. Central bank reserves
certain defaults. People will lose their homes
are created as someone’s promise, normalto the banks as in 2008. The banks can then
ly the national taxpayer, to pay the central
sell them to investment companies.
"Default crises are an inherent part of banking
bank. Only the interest is paid (by the taxWhere will the investment companies
system design. As such, they are an injustice
payer), which keeps the reserves and cash
get the money? They can borrow it into exisin existence. The interest pays for the opertence from the banks, thus rectifying the
against us that we have a right to resist."
ations of the central bank, with any excess
money shortage (“you will be happy”) and
returned to the national government. Cash
pay perpetual interest on that debt by rentand reserves are usually just a tiny fraction
ing to us what we used to own.
of the total money in existence, typically 3% in devel- seller’s bank. How can 3% reserves be enough to settle Here’s the Punch Line
oped nations.
these transactions of the 97%? Quite easily.
Now it is time to note that banks can also buy real
It should be noted that since the 2008 Crisis, central
If the seller’s bank is the same as the borrower’s estate, stocks or any other saleable asset by creating
banks have been buying other forms of debt besides bank, the million dollar liability of the borrower’s bank new ‘money’ the same way they do for loans and bonds.
government bonds, calling it “quantitative easing”. It is to itself! The million dollars of bank liabilities just The property goes on the asset side of the balance
should also be noted that the ‘fractional reserve sys- moved from one account to the other. Zero central sheet. If they all do it, the liabilities they create will all
tem’ which supposedly limits commercial banks to a bank reserves required.
come back to them. In this way, it doesn’t cost the bankregulated multiple of a fixed amount of central bank
If the million dollar cheque is deposited at a differ- ing system anything to buy up real property or to create
reserves is just a monetary myth. The truth is the oppo- ent bank, then the borrower’s bank does owe the sell- new money for big corporate investors to do the same.
site — new reserves are created by the central bank in er’s bank a million dollars in central bank reserves. But,
While I don’t know their plans, especially at what
response to an increase in the volume of commercial mathematically, the banking system acts as one bank stage central banks may enter commercial banking
bank lending. The following excerpts should set the because all of the banks are doing the same thing. The with their central bank digital currencies, I would
assume “You will own nothing” (and be happy about it,
according to Klaus Schwab and The World Economic
Forum of Globalists) must have a method behind it.
The banker’s privilege, central or commercial, is all
the banks ever needed to buy up everything either for
15. Lockdowns work.
By Ted Kuntz | VaccineChoiceCanada.com
themselves or favoured investors. This looks like that
16. Stay home. There is no early treatment.
moment in history predicted by Lord Acton — when
17. Everyone is at risk.
1. Two weeks to flatten the curve.
the banking system will manage to steal the whole
18. Fact checked.
2. Safe and effective.
world if we are confused and helpless about how they
19. Restrictions have been lifted.
3. A vaccine is the only way out of this pandemic.
are doing it.
20. For your own safety.
4. We follow the science.
Default crises are an inherent part of banking sys21. Getting vaccinated is free, easy and safe.
5. Get vaccinated. Save grandma.
tem design. As such, they are an injustice against us
22. Ivermectin does not reduce the risk of COVID.
6. Boost your immunity and your community.
that we have a right to resist.
7. Vaccines are the most effective way to strengthen 23. Ivermectin is just paste for horses.
I have much more money system analysis and solu24. Public Health Agency of Canada closely monitors the
immune response.
tions at moneyasdebt.net.
safety of COVID-19 vaccines.
8. COVID vaccines have been rigorously tested and are
See my sub-chapter on Mortgages for a quick glimpse
25. Your government cares about your health.
safe.
into a completely different world.
26. Fringe minority.
9. Help protect yourself and those you love.
http://paulgrignon.netfirms.com/MoneyasDebt/
10. Boosters are the most effective way to restore your 27. The Charter is the Supreme Law of Canada
MAD2014/solution7mortgages.htm
28. Land of the free, home of the brave.
immunity.
29. We are fully committed to maintaining accuracy,
11. Evidence-based.
Paul Grignon is an artist and videographer, and the creintegrity, balance, impartiality and fairness in our
12. Two shots and done.
ator of the Money as Debt Trilogy.
journalism – Canadian Broadcast Corporation
13. Masks work.
30. We are all in this together.
14. Social distancing works.
By Paul Grignon

T

record straight.
from Money Creation in the Modern Economy
... “neither are reserves a binding constraint on
lending, nor does the central bank fix the amount of
reserves that are available, the relationship between
reserves and loans typically operates in the reverse
way to that described in some economics textbooks.
Banks first decide how much to lend depending on
the profitable lending opportunities available to
them… It is these lending decisions that determine
how many bank deposits are created by the banking
system … The amount of bank deposits in turn influ-
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The Invisible War
We’re two years into World War Three, yet most people are unaware
By Guy Crittenden

O

pponents of the globalists’ current restructuring
of the planetary economy in favour of plutocrats
find themselves in a predicament. A dire one.
The world is currently at war — a war much larger than any in recorded history. Yet, strangely, most are
unaware of it.
I call this the “invisible war.”
It’s invisible to most
because it’s not a nation-onnation conflict. Young uniformed men aren’t being
shipped to shed their blood
on foreign soil; instead, this
is a class war. The oligarchy,
the one per cent, or whatever you want to call them, have
infiltrated the governments of
every nation on earth, and are
predating on the general population.
Their long-term plan
includes drastic population
reduction and virtual enslavement of the survivors. True, it
sounds like the plot of a bad
sci-fi movie, yet it’s happening
and World Economic Forum
(WEF) founder Klaus Schwab
openly brags about it.
Mussolini first noted that when big government and
large corporations collude, we have fascism. After he
ended up swinging from a noose, the old European aristocracy and corporate elites switched out their shiny
jackboots and swastikas for business suits and bland corporate logos. Yet their goals never changed.
The Davos set, some of whose parents and grandparents bankrolled both sides of the world wars and many
other conflicts, are explicitly installing the New World
Order (recently renamed “global governance”).

Advertisement

Things are so apocalyptic now that even feminist firebrand Naomi Wolf has turned to the Bible to cope with
such revelations as that the only safety study of the “vaccines” for pregnant women involved 44 pregnant rats in a
French lab, two thirds of which miscarried.
Funny how we don’t hear about that on CNN.
The invisible war is playing out between national gov-

ernments and ordinary citizens.
Ergo the predicament in which members of the resistance find themselves. Our friends and families are
captured by thought memes along the lines of “no one
could be that evil” and “too many people would have
to be in on it.” Even when we manage to pry their eyes
open a little, they reflexively hope “the government” will
change course, not realizing governments are intentionally destroying life as we know it.
What’s being installed is not simply fascism or communism. It’s a mashup of both called technocracy in
which AI will control a
China-style social credit score system and central bank digital currency
(CBDC). Combined with
digital IDs and transhumanist modification of our
bodies, it’ll be game, set,
match for the globalists.
Former investment banker Catherine Austin Fitts
believes this setup is only
six to 18 months away. If
people don’t rise up, right
now, life will look mightily like the UK’s Orwellian
Black Mirror television
series. Your acquiescence
will determine whether you can step outside
your 300-square-foot pod
apartment or use a QR
code on your not-so-smart
device to open locked
glass cabinets at the supermarket.
Heck, the Black Mirror
episode with the weaponized robot dog is already
a thing! Go watch the
YouTube videos.
The globalists didn’t
move for all the marbles
until they’d completely taken over the mainstream media — something
facilitated
by
President Bill Clinton’s
promulgation of the 1988
Telecommunications Act.
Thousands of media businesses consolidated into
a monolithic half-dozen firms cross-owned
by investors in the pharmaceutical and military equipment indus-

tries. Alternative voices are corralled today in BitChute,
Telegram, and a few fringe apps that are slated for deletion, with an excuse provided by bots that post racist and
homophobic comments below important podcasts.
Some investment programs on YouTube have cottoned on to the controlled demolition of the world economy and the deliberate disruption of food supplies. They
may not openly talk about the
millions of injuries and deaths
from the “vaccines,” but many
hint that a worldwide famine
is being orchestrated. Some
say the US Fed “doesn’t know
what it’s doing,” money managers are “incompetent,” and
that the government has miscalculated.
Um, sorry. No. The central bankers know precisely
what they’re doing. It’s calculated. Planned. They’re
working from a script, handed down from the Baphometworshipping apex predators
about whom Stanley Kubrick
warned in his film Eyes Wide
Shut.
Folks are going to have to
wrap their heads about some
bizarre realities to grasp how
all-encompassing the deception and power grab is. Our corporatized governments
have the technology to control the weather. Ergo the
deliberate, contrived, purposeful destruction via floods
of Australia’s Gold Coast to make way for “Smart Cities.”
Ergo the heat waves in Europe. The oligarchs can fabricate evidence for the vast climate change fraud first conceived by the Club of Rome (another Rockefeller organization.)
Chillingly, the vast majority of people in hospital
ICUs and so-called “COVID” deaths are among vaccinated people. The monkeypox psyop provides cover for
this, since its symptoms match those of people whose
immune systems are collapsing from the lethal injections. The symptoms, which include shingles, are similar
to late-stage AIDS patients (to cite another genocide artfully constructed by Anthony Fauci).
Only in the alternative media do we learn about the
findings of Spanish researchers at La Quinta Columna
(confirmed by labs on every continent) that the vials of
Pfizer and Moderna and other “vaccines” contain graphene oxide that self-assembles into complex nanotech.
And that the injections don’t stay at the injection site, but
travel throughout the body. And that the Trojan horse
lipid coating allows the drug to penetrate the cell nucleus and permanently alter the DNA of the person and
their offspring, poisoning the genetic code of our species
forever. And there’s evidence all this interacts somehow
with 5G EMF radiation for some nefarious purpose.
Insurance executives have noted that since the vaccine rollout (not COVID), all-cause mortality has risen
by 40 per cent among working age people. Cancers are
exploding, along with strokes, heart attacks and myocarditis. Morticians are unable to pump corpses with
embalming fluid because arteries of the cadavers are
filled with strange long filaments of some alien material they say resembles calamari. Funeral homes are now
ordering child-size caskets in bulk.
I’m at a loss about what more to say. I could offer
enough examples of the “invisible war” on the human
family to fill a phone book. There’s the paying of farmers to destroy crops, the burning to the ground of food
processing plants, and even the prohibition of collecting
rainwater in some places. There’s the deceptive “alien
invasion” the elites are cultivating as perhaps their final
playing card.
We need to fight back, people. Fight for our freedom
like we fought for toilet paper.
The other side is organized. Highly organized. They’ve
planned this for decades, and perhaps generations.
Please wake up. Please join us.
We never voted for any of this, and time is running
out.
Guy Crittenden is a freelance writer and author of the
award-winning book The Year of Drinking Magic: Twelve
Ceremonies with the Vine of Souls (Apocryphile Press,
San Francisco).
Follow Guy at HipGnosis.co
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Army Veteran James Topp Marches For Freedom
By CanadaMarches.ca

The decision to continue marching from East to West
was determined by James and the team because most
mandates have merely been suspended, not repealed.
James and the team were successful in securing a meet-

for the following reasons:

1. Protesting federal government mandates:
ames Topp, the 28-year veteran of the Canadian
a.) that require, as a condition for employment or conArmed Forces Regular Force Infantry, complettinued employment, vaccination, testing, quarantine,
ed Phase 1 of his march on
and/or isolation;
June 30, 2022, at the Tomb of the
b.) that require proof of vaccination
Unknown Soldier in Ottawa. He
or taking part in an attestation probegan his peaceful demonstration
cess; and
in the form of an organized crossc.) that arbitrarily place employcountry march in Vancouver, BC
ees or members on leave without
on Feb. 20, due to the governpay or termination of employees
ment’s overreaching mandates in
should they disagree with the polplace at that time.
icy.
On that day, James and the
2. James has stepped forward to
Canada Marches team began the
speak on behalf of:
final leg of the march at 10am in
a.) Personnel employed by the fedNepean at Bell’s Corner, with rest
eral government who have been
stops at Hog’s Back Park and a
denied access to employment and
parking lot located along the way
services, who have lost income and
where an estimated 1300+ supsuffered from damaged relationporters met and marched with him
ships due to the imposition of a
and the team.
medical procedure.
Arrival at The Tomb was set
b.) Members of the CAF that are
for 6pm EST, at which time, James
still suffering from the effects of the
completed what he had initialCDS directive regarding vaccinaly set out to accomplish, which
tion and whose objections to the
was placing his hand upon the
policy resulted in the destruction of
Tomb. The event organization
their careers.
and implementation was assisted
c.) Those individuals who have
Photo by Logan Murphy, Canada Marches Official Photographer
from start to finish by members of
been pressured into taking part in
Veterans4Freedom (V4F), a partnering organization with ing with several Members of Parliament on June 22nd
medical procedures that they would not otherwise
in the Parliamentary Precinct, where James laid out a
Canada Marches, of which James is also a member.
have accepted.
As James stepped towards the Tomb, after setting his clear and concise plan forward. The plan itself consists
James and the Canada Marches team are now back
rucksack down and removing a ceremonial Canadian of 3R’s = Repair (Repeal, Reinstate and Restitution leads in full swing marching (on a 5 day rotating schedule
Flag (presented to him on his retirement from the to Repair). This meeting was thought to be the first of its of marching for 5 days, followed by a rest/admin day),
Regular Force along with a Thank you note for his many kind that a citizen has secured with success in gather- updating supporters via videos, and writing a letter to the
years of service, from the Prime Minister) from his pack, ing a number of MP’s to hear the concerns from the pub- DND Ombudsman.
which he laid at the base of the Tomb. The crowd that lic, and its due in part to the letter writing campaign that
For more information on #CanadaMarches please visit
had gathered to witness the completion of the march, Canada Marches supporters took part in with James hav- www.CanadaMarches.ca and sign up for the Newsletter
along with numerous independent journalists and live- ing started the process by writing invitation letters to all to receive weekly updates. Alternatively, you can find
streamers, was hushed in reverence of the magnitude of 338 MP’s and sitting Senators.
and follow his mission on any one of the multiple social
Phase 2 of the March began from Signal Hill in St. media platforms including but not limited to: Facebook,
the moment he laid his hand upon the Tomb. (A replay
of the livestream from the entire day’s events has been John’s, Newfoundland, on July 18, with the end point set Instagram, Twitter or Youtube.
made available to watch on the “James Topp: Youtube for Southern Ontario (either GTA or Windsor, Ont). The
Next month, we will highlight the Canadian Citizens
channel.) James addressed the crowd of supporters after- peaceful demonstration of marching that James and the Coalition (C3) introduction and give more information
Canada Marches team have again embarked upon, exists
wards, and thanked both his team and the supporters.
about the newly formed organization.

J

The Dutch Farmers’ Protest and the War on Food
Kit Knightly | off-guardian.org

T

his week, tens of thousands of farmers have gathered from all across
the Netherlands to
protest government policies which will reduce the
number of livestock in the
country by up to a third.
In a typical example of
media weasel-wording, the
press reports on this feature
headlines like “Dutch farmers protest emissions targets” (https://www.euronews.com/green/2022/06/23/
we-are-not-pollution-producers-dutch-farmersblo ck-ro a ds-in-protestagainst-emissions-targ),
but this is a massive lie by
omission.
The government policy
being protested (https://
www.theguardian.com/
environment/2021/dec/15/netherlands-announces25bn-plan-to-radically-reduce-livestock-numbers) is a 25
BILLION Euro investment in “reducing levels of nitrogen
pollution” true, but it plans to achieve this by (among
other things) “paying some Dutch livestock farmers to
relocate or exit the industry”.
In real terms, this ultimately means reducing the
number of pigs, chickens and cows by about 30%.
That’s what is being protested here — a deliberate
shrinking of the farming sector, impacting the livelihood
of thousands of farmers, and the food supply of literally
hundreds of millions of people.
The Big Picture
While the scheme is allegedly about limiting nitrogen
and ammonia emissions from urine and manure it’s hard
not to see this in the broader context of the ongoing created food crisis (https://off-guardian.org/2022/04/25/5signs-they-are-creating-a-food-crisis/).

The Netherlands produces a massive food surplus
and is one of the largest exporters of meat in the world
and THE largest in Europe. Reducing its output by a third
could have huge implications for the global food supply,

especially in Western Europe.
Perhaps more troubling is how this could act as a
precedent.
This isn’t the first “pay farmers not to farm” scheme
launched in the last year – both the UK (https://www.gov.
uk/government/news/government-commits-to-supportfarmers-who-wish-to-leave-the-industry) and US have
put such schemes in place — but a government paying to
reduce it’s own meat production? That is a first.
That it is (allegedly) being done to “protect the environment” makes it a big warning sign for the future.
Denmark, Belgium and Germany are already considering similar policies (https://www.politico.eu/article/
livestock-netherlands-cows-pigs-chickens-farming-agriculture/).
The Western world seems to be enthusiastically
embracing quasi-suicidal policies.

I mean, paying farmers to reduce the amount of
food they produce… while (notionally) threatened with
war…in the midst of a recession (https://economics.rabobank.com/publications/2022/june/dutch-economy-likely-to-face-mild-recession/) … facing record
inflation (https://www.theguardian.com/
business/2022/jul/01/inflation-in-eurozone-hits-record-86-as-ukraine-war-continues) as the cost of living spirals.
Does that really make any sense?
That’s almost as crazy as refusing new
oil and gas leases (https://www.cnbc.
com/2022/02/24/biden-administrationpausing-new-oil-and-gas-leases-amid-legal-battle-.html) while the cost of petrol
is going up.
Indeed, in a world beset by a shortage
of fertilizer due to sanctions against Russia
and Belarus, it would seem almost mad
to complain about a manure surplus, let
alone try to reduce it.
We’re well past the point where any of
this could be considered accidental, aren’t
we?
Put it this way — if the collective governments of the Western world were trying
to impoverish and starve their own citizens, what exactly
would they be doing differently?
Originally published at off-guardian.org
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Is it Antisemitic to Compare the Policies of Covid With
the Policies of Nazi Germany?
By Diane Bederman | DianeBederman.com

I

t’s a very small group of people, but that doesn’t shy
away from the fact that they take up some space. This
leads us, as a leader and as a country, to make a choice:
Do we tolerate these people? PM Justin Trudeau
Is it antisemitic to compare the policies of Covid with the
policies of Nazi Germany?
I put it to you that it is antisemitic not to compare the
two. It means we have forgotten the lessons we were to
have learned from the Nuremberg Trials.
Trials that were the result of Nazi policies
that had led to the eradication of 6 million
Jews, and gay and mentally and physically
disabled Germans, because they did not fit
the German paradigm. The trials exposed
the abuse of medicine by evil doctors,
like Mengele, which led to the Nuremberg
Code, forbidding coercive medical measures, and the Nuremberg Defense which
gives one the right and obligation to refuse
to follow immoral and unethical orders;
no matter who gives the order.
This knowledge is Biblical. From the
late Lord Rabbi Sacks:
We learn about the obligation to say
no from the story of the midwives, Shifra
and Puah, who were ordered by Pharaoh
to kill the newborn Jewish babies. They
refused.
“The midwives, however, feared God
and did not do what the King of Egypt
had told them to do; they let the boys
live” (Ex. 1:17).
The lesson learned “The Nuremberg principle gave
legal substance to what the midwives instinctively understood: that there are some orders that should not be
obeyed, because they are immoral. Moral law transcends and may override the law of the state. As the
Talmud puts it:
“If there is a conflict between the words of the Master
[God] and the words of a disciple [a human being], the
words of the Master must prevail.” (Kiddushin 42b).
We think of ourselves as superior to the highly educated, enlightened German people, who snitched on
their neighbours, be they Jews or disabled or gay, in the
name of the greater good; or stood by while
friends, neighbours and strangers were publicly taken down to the ground and handcuffed and dragged away, or removed from
their own homes for not following the man
made laws. Look how easily the Germans
took to showing their papers (https://dianebederman.com/when-they-say-show-meyour-papers-show-them-the-nurembergcode/) to authorities. Heaven help you if you
did not have those papers. We would never behave like
that!
But we did, and we do. And it is a travesty to the memory of the dead. We have forgotten. Does anyone, today,
believe that the Germans had any idea of the result of
their obedience? That it would lead to the Shoah? They
were just following the orders, I mean edicts, of their politicians; one edict at a time; giving up one freedom after
another. It all started with the Nuremberg Laws (https://
encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/nuremberglaws), the Reich Citizenship Law and the Law for the
Protection of German Blood and German Honor in 1935
that scapegoated the Jews; they were not to be tolerated.
Here we are in 2022 and our leaders are scapegoating
the non-vaccinated, blaming them for the continuation
of the pandemic. Like other evil leaders, they divide rather than unite. They promote fear rather than courage and
strength. Pit one group against another. They ignored the
lessons we were to have learned from WWII.
Here is Justin Trudeau (https://twitter.com/
DTeplitzer/status/1476714192551886850), a sanctimonious self-serving, self-righteous, inept, unethical,
immoral (https://dianebederman.com/justin-trudeauthe-most-immoral-unethical-politician-in-canadianhistory/) and corrupt man, who can now add evil to the
list.
He shared these views (https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/12/trudeau-calls-the-unvaccinated-racistand-misogynistic-extremists/) in French.
“We are going to end this pandemic by proceeding
with the vaccination. We all know people who are deciding whether or not they are willing to get vaccinated, and
we will do our very best to try to convince them. However,

used water guns to break up protests. Just following the
orders of their political leaders.
And then we were told “Show me your papers!”
Then there was the Premier of New Brunswick
(https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/pandemic-rules-civil-liberties-association-1.6284670) who
suggested the non-vaccinated not be allowed into grocery stores. And Margaret Buttimer (https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2021/12/19/irish-grandma-who-violated-mask-mandate-spend-christmas-behind-bars/), a
66-year-old grandmother, spent Christmas behind bars
after being sentenced to one year in prison for violating Ireland’s mask mandate,
with six months of the sentence being suspended. And then we have the Calgary
police taking down a Pastor (https://twitter.com/i/status/1477477485843566595).
“Just following orders!” Does this sound
familiar?
And curfews (https://www.theepochtimes.com/quebec-to-reinstate-nightlycurfew-on-new-years-eve_4186537.html)
imposed as if Covid comes out at night.
And how about New York State (https://
www.nationalreview.com/corner/newyork-to-consider-bill-allowing-extrajudicial-detention-in-health-emergency/)!
The New York State Senate and
Assembly could potentially vote on a bill
in the next session that would give the governor and his or her delegates permissions
to remove and detain cases, contacts, carriers or any person who is potentially a
Photo credit; Yiannis Papadimitriou / Shutterstock.com
“significant threat to public health.”
The individual or group may be held in
com/2021/12/16/politics/joe-biden-warning-winter/ a medical facility or “any other they deem appropriate.”
index.html).
Ghetto? Internment camp; like the ones in Australia
“I want to send a direct message to the American peo- (https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10302857/
ple: Due to the steps we’ve taken Omicron has not yet This-not-just-Australias-problem-Comedian-Russellspread as fast as it would have otherwise done. But it’s Brand-slams-Dan-Andrews-new-pandemic-laws.html)?
here now and it’s spreading and it’s gonna increase… We Whether this comes about in New York, or not, that they
are looking at a winter of severe illness and death for would propose it is unconscionable. Or so one would
the unvaccinated — for themselves, their families and have thought.
the hospitals they’ll soon overwhelm. But there’s good
Has no one been taught the Nuremberg Code (https://
news: If you’re vaccinated and you have your booster shot, dianebederman.com/dear-doctors-time-for-you-to-clueyou’re protected from severe illness and death.”
in-to-your-obligations-to-the-nuremberg-code-and-)? Is
that the problem? We ignored one of the most
important documents ever written regarding
the sanctity of all life because we saw how easily man made laws bring out the dark within us.
A document that honoured the murdered and
kept their memory alive, and here we are with
leaders behaving like Nazis.
Too many doctors feared their Colleges who
forbade vaccine exemptions, or prescribing
approved drugs off-label (https://www.theepochtimes.com/did-dismissals-of-safe-outpaSub text — it’s the fault of the unvaccinated (https:// tient-drugs-cause-needless-covid-deaths-dissenting-doctnc.news/2022/01/03/majority-of-canadians-including- tors-say-yes_4183326.html). Medical colleges treating
the-vaccinated-oppose-vaccine-mandates/); those evil all people as one unit instead of following their own
people.
guidelines (https://www.cpso.on.ca/Physicians/PoliciesIf we had remembered, as we promised NEVER Guidance/Statements-Positions/Clinical-PracticeFORGET, we would never have allowed our elected offi- Guidelines) that each patient is an individual and must
cials, leaders, doctors, to take away our God given rights be treated that way.
and freedoms. We would never have allowed these peoThankfully there are doctors who invoke the
ple to separate us into essential and nonessential, when Nuremberg Code, including Dr. McCullough (https://
all life is sacred, separate us from our elderly loved ones, www.theepochtimes.com/dr-peter-mccullough-vaccinedesperately in need of care. And the moment we did that, mandates-should-be-repealed_4167066.html), a cardiolowe let those leaders know that we would bend the knee to gist, epidemiologist, and internist who manages COVIDthe commands of false gods. And the vast majority of the 19 patients with heart-related complications and patients
free world did that. They submitted out of fear and igno- who become ill after receiving a COVID-19 vaccine. He
rance of international law: Nuremberg.
contends that COVID-19 vaccine mandates violate the
From Australia (https://www.bbc.com/news/world- Nuremberg Code.
australia-59486285) to Austria (https://www.theguard“When it comes to research, research can only be volian.com/world/2021/dec/12/austria-ends-covid-lock- untary. And under no circumstances can anyone receive
down-restrictions-for-vaccinated-people), and every any pressure, coercion, or threat of reprisal — cannot.
point in between, we watched police officers take down It violates the cornerstone of ethics; it’s unethical, it’s
unmasked people, standing outside, or sitting on a bench immoral to do that.”
at the beach, alone. We saw police (https://www.cbc.ca/
McCullough notes that the CDC and FDA have yet
news/canada/montreal/public-health-restrictions-que- to publish “their first monthly safety report” on the vacbec-covid-19-1.5745046) enter the homes of people who cines, and that as of Dec. 17, the CDC’s VAERS (Vaccine
had “too many” guests in the house. Too many fam- Adverse Events Reporting System) has reported 20,622
ily members at the table! (Thanks to snitches report- deaths post-vaccination and over 983,000 adverse events.
ing on their neighbours: echoes of the past). Police
And Dr. Robert Malone (https://www.sportskeeda.
(https://twitter.com/i/status/1477514657531404289) on com/mma/news-what-joe-rogan-s-podcast-guest-dr-robloudspeaker telling people to get home before curfew or ert-malone-say-covid-19-vaccine-show).
expect fines. We watched as police (https://www.theepAnd Canada’s Dr. Kulvinder Kaur (https://twitter.com/
ochtimes.com/police-use-attack-dogs-as-thousands-pro- dockaurG).
test-against-dutch-covid-19-lockdowns_4189086.html)
See, ‘Mandates?’ p. 9
there is still a part of the population (that) is fiercely
against it. They don’t believe in science/progress and
are very often misogynistic and racist. It’s a very small
group of people, but that doesn’t shy away from the fact
that they take up some space. This leads us, as a leader and as a country, to make a choice: Do we tolerate
these people? Over 80% of the population of Quebec have
done their duty by getting the shot. They are obviously not
the issue in this situation.”
WHAT?
And US President Joe Biden (https://www.cnn.

"…there are some orders that should not be
obeyed, because they are immoral.
Moral law transcends
and may override the law of the state."
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Of 29 Pregnant Women That Received Pfizer’s
COVID-19 Inoculation, Only One Had a Baby That Lived
By Dr. Byram Bridle | viralimmunologist.substack.com

T

he United States Food and Drug Administration
(US-FDA) had requested 75 years to release
the documents that they reviewed from Pfizer
prior to issuing emergency use
authorization for the PfizerBioNTech BNT162b mRNA ‘vaccine’ (Comirnaty) against SARSCoV-2, which can cause COVID-19.
However, a judge over-ruled this
and issued a court order that the
documents be released in large
monthly installments. Today, an
absolutely shocking set of data was
brought to my attention. They are
not new. They are from a document that was in the data dump
released back in May of this year.
However, I want to help my fellow scientists in making sure that
this science gets widely distributed throughout the world. This
is for the sake of ‘fully informed
consent’, something that regulatory agencies, public health officials
and too many physicians seem to
have abandoned over the past couple of years.
For a long time I have been
arguing that our children need to
be left out of the massive conflicts
over the science underpinning
COVID-19. In my opinion, adults can conduct their
own risk-benefit analyses regarding whether they
want to receive one of the current COVID-19 inoculations. However, far too many adults are making these
decisions based on pseudo-science, data from flawed
studies, misinformation, and outright disinformation
being propagated by physicians and public health officials, many of whom are unqualified to opine on anything in the field of vaccinology. I have never felt comfortable about these injections being used in ‘children,
adolescents and young-adults of child-bearing age’.
This was the precise terminology I used in a parent’s
guide to COVID-19 vaccines that I wrote more than
one year ago.
The highest quality data for assessing a novel medical product are derived from clinical studies. This is
because these types of experiments in people are typically well-controlled and include what is known as
‘active monitoring’; there is follow-up to assess safety and efficacy. This is why the clinical testing phases should never be compromised. With this in mind,
let’s explore a stunning set of data that Pfizer provided to the US-FDA. Here is the relevant document…
(see: https://viralimmunologist.substack.com/p/of29-pregnant-women-that-had-received)
The data in this document were accumulated up
until February 28, 2021. Notably, on page 9, safety
concerns based on the US Pharmacovigilance Plan
included “missing information” on “Use in Pregnancy
and lactation”. The data that had accumulated up to
the end of February, 2021 were from too small of a
sample size (i.e., # of pregnant or lactating women)

to justify its use in these populations. However, here
are the data that were available at that time regarding outcomes in pregnant women that had received
Pfizer’s COVID-19 inoculation; this is quoted from the
top of table 6 (I have italicized and/or bolded the most
important points)…

Pregnancy cases: 274 cases including:
• 270 mother cases and 4 foetus/baby cases representing 270 unique pregnancies(the 4 foetus/baby
cases were linked to 3 mother cases; 1 mother case
involved twins).
• Pregnancy outcomes for the 270 pregnancies
were reported as spontaneous abortion (23), outcome pending (5), premature birth with neonatal death, spontaneous abortion with intrauterine
death (2 each), spontaneous abortion with neonatal death, and normal outcome (1 each). No outcome
was provided for 238 pregnancies (note that 2 different outcomes were reported for each twin, and both
were counted).
Apparently, outcomes will never be known for 88%
(238/270) of the pregnancies. Why was the follow-up
rate in these cases so abysmal?
NutriTruth has a great graph on their website that
summarizes the results from cases for which follow-up
data were available…
It appears that data would be available for five
of the pregnancies, but these outcomes were still
unknown at the time that Pfizer’s document was written. As such, there is solid data available from 29 pregnancies. One out of 29 of these pregnancies resulted
in a ‘normal’ outcome. This means that 28 out of the
29 babies died! That is a 97% death rate. I don’t care
which trustworthy data set you look at to determine a
‘background’ death rate, none of them come close to
97%. Spontaneous abortions are more common than
many people appreciate, but, again, they are nowhere
near the rate in this study. Even in the case of the ‘nor-

Mandates: Crimes Against Humanity?
Continued from p.8
And the tens of thousands of scientists and medical professionals who signed the Great Barrington Declaration
(https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-collins-and-fauciattack-on-traditional-public-health_4187173.html) who
were then attacked by Fauci and Collins (https://www.
nationalreview.com/corner/how-our-federal-overseersdo-science/), who for reasons they have not shared,
refused to allow different views on Covid and its treatment to be shared anywhere, including MSM and social
media.
“When we wrote the Declaration, we knew that we
were putting our professional careers at risk, as well as our
ability to provide for our families. That was a conscious
decision on our part, and we fully sympathize with
people who instead decided to focus on maintaining their
important research laboratories and activities.”
Sympathize all you want, these people failed (https://
www.theepochtimes.com/the-collins-and-fauci-attackon-traditional-public-health_4187173.html)
their

Hippocratic Oath and the Nuremberg Code.
There are lawyers like Reiner Fuellmich (https://
worlddoctorsalliance.com/tags/reiner-fuellmich/), who
have looked into Crimes Against Humanity. The German
Corona Investigative Committee (https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/blog/crimes-against-humanity-the-german-corona-investigation/), the GERMAN investigative
team, oh the irony, has taken testimony from a large
number of international scientists and experts since July
10, 2020. Where have all the other lawyers been?
How sad.
We need a repeat of the Nuremberg Trials with
Anthony Fauci in the prisoner’s box.
NEVER FORGET
It seems the previous trials have been forgotten. And
that is antisemitic.
From the Ethics of the Fathers: “Rabbi Tarfon used
to say, it is not incumbent upon you to complete the
task, but you are not exempt from undertaking it.”
Originally published at DianeBederman.com

mal outcome’, this means there was an apparently
healthy baby. However, one cannot be certain that the
outcome was ‘normal’, until the baby has had all of
their physiological systems fully mature, which means
early adulthood.
I have looked at Pfizer’s preclinical reproductive
toxicity data and they are fatally
flawed. Issues included ‘vaccinating’ the females only; apparently
it was forgotten that ‘it takes two
to tango’. Also, the rodent models that were used express the
low-affinity version of the receptor for the spike protein encoded
by the ‘vaccines’. People express
the high-affinity receptor. This
means the rodent models aren’t
capable of revealing toxicities that
might be associated with the spike
protein. In short, the pre-clinical
studies could provide no assurance whatsoever that Pfizer’s vaccine would be safe in the context of
pregnancy. Now there is proof that
data were in the hands of regulatory agencies that suggested the
potential for a 97% fatality rate for
babies from ‘vaccinated’ women.
I have collaborated with scientists and physicians about the
post-rollout ‘real-world’ studies
on pregnancy and the COVID-19
shots. They are highly flawed. I
co-authored a paper about this, but have yet to find an
editor that will even allow it to undergo peer review (I
have had no problems with this for any of my canceror basic virology-focused papers). Regardless, many
other reputable scientists and physicians have been
addressing this. Further, these ‘real-world’ studies
should never have been authorized based on the data
presented here.
Many countries have pushed Pfizer’s COVID-19
‘vaccine’ on pregnant women, often via mandates.
This was done with the full blessing of their societies
for obstetrics and gynecology. Are obstetricians and
gynecologists going to continue to make these recommendations with these data in-hand? At the end
of the day, couples experiencing pregnancies or who
wish to do so must make it their own responsibility to
educate themselves to facilitate fully informed consent. Too many obstetricians and gynecologists are
either too superficially trained in the immunological
sub-discipline of vaccinology or are too afraid of contradicting a narrative for which dissent is punished.
Some physicians are starting to speak up about this.
Unfortunately, their singular personal observations
are simply deemed anecdotal. However, as a scientist,
I have been trained to observe the cumulative nature
of these reports; to not dismiss them out-of-hand, and
to use them to formulate legitimate scientific questions.
If you or your baby have experienced any issues
post-inoculation, please report these to your physician. They are obligated to submit an adverse event
report, without opining on whether or not they think
it might or might not be related. The accumulation of
these reports is the only way scientists can help identify safety signals during a public rollout of a novel
medical product.
A 97% death rate among babies from pregnant
mothers that were ‘vaccinated’ is appalling. And this
was from Pfizer’s own clinical trial data. This suggests
a massive breakdown in the health regulatory process.
The public, whom health regulatory agencies are to
be serving, should demand accountability from these
government-run institutions.
If I were a regulatory scientist assessing the pregnancy outcome data from Pfizer, there is no way that I
would ever have supported the use of their inoculation
in pregnant women. And I would never have allowed
‘real-world’ data from flawed studies to replace proper pre-clinical and clinical trials. Nor would I remain
silent about this knowledge. Regulators who know
better need to start speaking up.
Dr. Bridle is an Associate Professor of Viral Immunology
in the Department of Pathobiology at the University of
Guelph. You may follow his work at viralimmunologist.
substack.com.
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Government-Funded School Pamphlet Calls Canada’s
Red Ensign a “Hate Symbol”
By Andrew Kozak | TNC.news

A

booklet (https://www.antihate.school/introduction_toolkit) made for school children that
calls the Red Ensign flag a hate symbol and
identifies the Conservative Party as a target of “infiltration” by racists was approved by Cabinet recently as
a taxpayer-funded project.
“This new resource will be delivered through
workshops in schools across the country and it
will help raise awareness with students,” Diversity
Minister Ahmed Hussen told reporters. The booklet would help “teach core values to our kids,” he
said.
According to Blacklock’s Reporter, Hussen
approved a $268,400 grant to fund the guide
Confronting and Preventing Hate in Canadian
Schools. The guide, written by the Canadian AntiHate Network (CAHN), also warns students to be
wary of classmates who speak fondly of Donald
Trump.
CAHN is a federally-subsidized group that earlier received an identical $268,400 grant to operate
its website. Hussen says it is “an organization that I
respect very much.”
In a chapter on “hate promoting symbols,” the
booklet names the Red Ensign flag as offensive even
though it was used as Canada’s national symbol until
1965.
“Its usage denotes a desire to return to Canada’s

demographics before 1967 when it was predominantly
white,” the booklet says.
The booklet refers to the Conservative Party twice as
a group whose members include bigots and “groypers”
defined as a “loose collection of young white nationalists.” Without elaborating, the guide writes that
“they sometimes attempt to infiltrate mainstream
Conservative political parties.”

“In 2020 McMaster University Conservatives were
scrutinized by allowing members with overly bigoted
beliefs and ties,” wrote CAHN. They also cited their
own website as a source. Common “conservative campus groups” were also named.
No other political parties were named in the guide.
The guide also asks children to challenge other
students who speak in favour of “problematic” public

office holders. “Sometimes educators and students will
find themselves in the position of requiring an immediate response to a student in class who invokes a bigoted ideology,” it says.
“While these situations should be treated carefully they need to be addressed as they happen,” the
guide writes. “These incidents can range from mild to
severe and each will require its own approach depending on the situation. Examples: A student argues
in favour of a problematic politician or policy, e.g.
Trump’s wall, in a classroom discussion.”
In addition, children should be aware of classmates who invoke “a free speech issue” in political conversations. Citing free speech was among
“common defenses of hate propaganda,” said the
guide.
Bernie Farber, chair of the Canadian Anti-Hate
Network said the booklet would lead a whole campaign to educate young people and “fight and win
against hate.”
“The point of this free toolkit is to help parents, educators and the community identify and
intervene when a young person is being groomed and
recruited by a white supremacist movement before it
is too late,” said Farber. “It’s not just a free toolkit. The
Canadian Anti-Hate Network is launching a whole
education program.”
Originally published at www.TNC.news

Covid Vaccines Worse Than Useless, May Be Deadly
Continued from p.2
• The initially performed conventional post-mortems
also uncovered no obvious hints to a possible role
of vaccination, since the macroscopic appearance
of the organs was overall unremarkable. In most
cases, “rhythmogenic heart failure” was postulated
as the cause of death.
But our subsequent histopathological analyses
then brought about a complete turnaround. The
autopsy study was done on 15 patients who died, ages
28 to 95 (from 7 days to 6 months after last injection)

Histopathologic studies: findings
Histopathologic findings of a similar nature were
detected in organs of 14 of the 15 deceased. Most frequently afflicted was the heart (14 of 15 cases) and
the lung (13 of 15 cases). Pathologic alterations were
furthermore observed in the liver (2 cases), thyroid
gland (Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, 2 cases), salivary
glands (Sjögren`s Syndrome; 2 cases) and brain (2
cases).
A number of salient aspects dominated in all
affected tissues of all cases:
1. inf lammatory events in small blood vessels
(endoT-lymphocytes and theliitis), characterized
by an abundance of sequestered, dead endothelial
cells within the vessel lumen;
2. the extensive perivascular accumulation of
T-lymphocytes;
3. a massive lymphocytic infiltration of surrounding non-lymphatic organs or tissue with
T-lymphocytes.
Lymphocytic infiltration occasionally occurred
in combination with intense lymphocytic activation
and follicle formation. Where these were present,
they were usually accompanied by tissue destruction.

This combination of multifocal, T-lymphocytedominated pathology that clearly reflects the process
of immunological self-attack is without precedent.
Because vaccination was the single common denominator between all cases, there can be no doubt that it
was the trigger of self-destruction in these deceased
individuals.

Conclusion
Histopathologic analysis shows clear evidence of
vaccine-induced autoimmune-like pathology in multiple organs. That myriad adverse events deriving

from such auto-attack processes must be expected to
very frequently occur in all individuals, particularly
following booster injections, is self-evident.
Beyond any doubt, injection of gene-based COVID19 vaccines places lives under threat of illness and
death. We note that both mRNA and vector-based
vaccines are represented among these cases, as are
all four major manufacturers.
This article was originally published on
doctors4covidethics.org

Free To Fly (Canada) Legal Update
By FreeToFly.ca

F

ree to Fly Canada has retained prominent BC lawyer Umar Sheikh, as we move to a new phase in
seeking justice for the Canadian aviation sector. It’s

time.
This past year, Canadian union representation largely chose the path of least resistance, failing to push back,
grieve policy or take a collective stand against coercive
mandates. Aviation unions and employers have been
complicit in the most widespread violation of God-given
freedoms in our modern history.
We intend to assist as many aviation professionals as
possible, address the abdication of responsibility that left
them exposed, pursue justice where harm has been done
and ensure this never happens again. This campaign will
not be limited to the unvaccinated, but is open to tens of
thousands of aviation employees who were coerced into
a medical procedure.
For further info, go to https://linktr.ee/FreetoFlyCanada
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News From Around The World
By Paul Bennett

Vatican Issues Coins Related to Vaccines & War in
Ukraine

T

he Vatican has recently issued a commemorative series of coins and medals
highlighting the Ukrainian war and promoting the importance of vaccines.
According to the Philatelic and Numismatic Office in the Vatican, issuing a
20-euro silver coin depicting a doctor, a nurse, and a young person about to receive
their vaccination was “dedicated to a current theme that is very close to Pope
Francis’ heart: treatments to counter the pandemic and (promoting) the need to be
vaccinated. All three characters on the coin are wearing face masks.
The papal office reported: “The Holy Father has repeatedly stressed the importance of vaccination, recalling that healthcare is ‘a moral obligation’ and it is
important to ‘continue efforts to immunize even the poorest people.’
Dr. Fulvio Di Blasi, author of Vaccination as an Act of Love? Epistemology
of Ethical Choice in Times of
Pandemics reacted to the issuing
of the coins by saying: “A Vatican
commemorative coin dedicated
to the ‘need to be vaccinated’
against Covid-19 is something
serious scholars and people of
goodwill would have gladly done
without.” The eminent Italian
scholar Di Blasi further added:
“I receive this news with a mixture of deep pain and concern
for a Church that is increasingly
in a crisis of identity and truth.
These drugs are not technically vaccines; they statistically
kill a number of people, and,
according to the latest studies,
they even have negative efficacy. While judicial rulings against
them multiply more and more,
the Vatican increases fanatical
support for them, which is not scientific at all, and which is foreign to revealed
truth.”
The virtue signaling continued in the Vatican with an official silver medal to
peace in Ukraine. The Philatelic and Numismatic Office in the Vatican said: “One
side of the medal depicts a family fleeing from a city destroyed by bombs with their
entire lives in a suitcase; a child carries a soft toy as the family is guided by a young
mother who is walking towards us reminding us of our duty to welcome and show
solidarity. “The cost of the medal is 50 Euros.
It comes as no surprise that a powerful institution such as the Vatican is shilling
hard for its globalist friends. In May 2021, the Pope hosted an online Vatican health
conference that was attended by many huge players who drove the Covid narrative
lie. Attendees included Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla, Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel,
and Dr. Anthony Fauci. The conference focused on exploring methods of prevention and preparedness against health crises. In August 2021, the Vatican imposed
strict medical apartheid under the guise of a “Green Pass” on staff and residents
who failed to get the experimental jab.
This Pope appears to be constantly preaching from the World Economic Forum
(WEF) rule book and iterates Agenda 2030/Agenda 21 principles in his rhetoric. In
a recent letter to young people attending an EU Youth Conference in Prague, Pope
Francis urged young people to eat less meat and “break this self-destructive trend”
of consumerism and prioritize sustainability.” He added, “it is convenient to consume less meat, this can help save the environment.”

Ukrainian Court Permanently Bans Opposition Party &
Takes Its Assets

F

aux humanitarian President of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelensky, recently signed
an undemocratic bill in the Ukrainian Parliament outlawing the activities of all
pro-Russian political parties.
This resulted in a court ruling in favour of the Ministry of Justice in the western
city of Lviv on June 20th by the Eighth Administrative Court of Appeal permanently banning the activities of 10 political parties with pro-Russian stances.
In a statement issued on the official Ukrainian Justice Ministry Facebook page,
it read: “The court satisfied the claims of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine: the
activities of the opposition political party ‘For Life’ were banned; the funds and
other assets of the party, its regional city, district organizations, primary organizations and other structural entities were transferred to the ownership of the state.”
For Life received the 2nd highest number of votes in 2019 during the Ukrainian
parliamentary election and held 44 seats in the Ukrainian Parliament prior to the
outbreak of the war.
Chesno, a Ukrainian election integrity civil movement group set up in 2011 said:
“Due to the fact that the court did not allow journalists into the courtroom, the
arguments of the parties to the trial aren’t known and will become available only
after the full court decision is made public.”
The Ukrainian government has also disturbingly voted through two laws placing restrictions on Russian books and music in the country. On June 19, Parliament
(Verkhovna Rada) adopted a law banning the import of certain books and music
from the Russian Federation and Belarus, alongside the regions in the eastern part
of the country. The sinister development was welcomed by ‘lawmakers’ in Ukraine.
According to Ukraine’s culture minister Oleksandr Tkaachenko, he was “glad to
welcome” the Draconian laws. He added: “The laws are designed to help Ukrainian
authors share quality content with the widest possible audience, which after the
Russian invasion do not accept any Russian creative product on a physical level.”
The anti-democratic attack and clear censorship of political opposition and
Russian culture in Ukraine has been ignored by most Western governments and
media outlets. Anti-Russian sentiment and ‘derussification’ is now welcomed and
accepted by nations that shamelessly preach tolerance, democracy, and liberty.

Spanish Pharma President Caught Falsifying Jab Status

A

n undercover Spanish investigation team looking into criminal activity that
sold fake Covid vaccine certificates have uncovered thousands of people seeking to have their names added to a Covid vaccine database despite not getting the
trial jab. The investigation was under the umbrella name of ‘Operation Jenner’.
According to the Spanish newspaper El Mundo: “A vast network of celebrities
and elites paid money to have their names fraudulently entered on the National
Immunization Register despite refusing to be vaccinated.”
Euro Weekly News reported: “The leader of the network was a nursing assistant at the La Paz University Hospital, where he is accused of charging more than
€200,000 for fraudulently registering 2,200 people as vaccinated in the Spanish
National Registry against Covid-19. He has been arrested and is currently in custody.”
Prominent people from the world of music, film, business, sport, and medicine were caught fabricating
their jab status. One of the
most interesting and high-profile names listed was Spanish
boss and founder Jose Maria
Fernandez Sousa-Faro of the
large pharmaceutical company PharmaMar. PharmaMar is
one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in Spain and
specializes in researching drug
treatment for Alzheimer’s, cancer and ironically Covid.
According to ABC News in
Spain, the 76-year-old businessman and pharma boss used
the illegal scheme to appear as
though he had the third dose in
the official Spanish database,
while other relatives availed
of the same service, according
to police sources. ABC News
reported that the Pharma boss paid an organization a ‘VIP Fee’ of between €1,000
and €2,000 to be added to the Spanish vaccine register. It is alleged that Sousa-Faro
was injected with saline instead of the Covid jab.
The acclaimed Dr. Sousa-Faro has worked in the pharmaceutical industry for
over 35 years and has more than 90 scientific publications and patents to his name,
in the fields of biochemistry, antibiotics, and molecular biology.
When a powerful and wealthy CEO of a large Pharma company goes to such
extreme lengths not to take the experimental jab, one really needs to pay attention
and ask the obvious question — Why?

President of Ireland Links Massacre of Christians in
Nigeria to Climate Change

I

n early June, at least 50 Christians celebrating a Pentecost Sunday Mass were
callously murdered during a ceremony at St. Francis Catholic Church in Owo,
in southwestern Nigeria. Authorities have linked the attack to Islamic extremists.
Nina Shea, a human rights lawyer, advocate, and expert in international religious freedom at the Hudson Institute in Washington D.C. told the Catholic News
Agency (CWA) that “it was clear that large scale, war-like attacks on Catholics and
other Christians are spreading in a system of impunity.”
In response to the cowardly terrorist attack, the President of Ireland, Michael
D. Higgins, issued a bizarre statement regarding the evil massacre, saying: “That
such an attack was made in a place of worship is a source of particular condemnation, as is any attempt to scapegoat pastoral peoples who are among the foremost
victims of the consequences of climate change.” He added: “The neglect of food
security issues in Africa for so long, has brought us to a point of crisis that is now
having internal and regional effects based on struggles, ways of life themselves.”
Higgins finished insensitively by saying: “The solidarity of us all, as peoples of
the world, is owed to all those impacted not only by this horrible event but in the
struggle by the most vulnerable on whom the consequences of climate change
have been inflicted.”
Higgins’ statement drew criticism from many, including a leading bishop in
the Ondo region of Nigeria. Bishop Jude Ayodeji Arogundade issued a response on
his Facebook page — “To suggest or make a connection between victims of terror
and consequences of climate change is not only misleading but also exactly rubbing salt to the injuries of all who have suffered terrorism in Nigeria. Alluding to
some form of politics of climate change in our situation is completely inappropriate. Such comments associating banditry, kidnapping and gruesome attacks on
innocent and harmless citizens of Nigeria with issues concerning climate change
and food securities are deflections from the truth.”
President Higgins brazenly tried to sidestep his disgraceful remarks when
rightfully criticized. A spokesman for the President told The Irish Times — “The
President’s comments with regard to climate change related to the plight of pastoral peoples in the region and the President made no link in his statement between
climate change and the attack itself.”
It is no surprise to see such a casual attitude from European leaders about the
persecution of Christians across the world. Recently, the European Parliament
voted against debating the plight of all Christians who are persecuted and in
danger across the world. French MEP Jean-Paul Garraud said the European
Commission “does not want to designate a coordinator for the fight against
Christianophobia, when a coordinator of this type was created for anti-Semitism
and Islamophobia.”
It is quite incredulous that a President of any nation would try to relate the
massacre of a large group of churchgoers to climate change. The obsessive ‘religion and cult’ of climate change is laid bare with Mr. Higgins ill-judged and distasteful comments.
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Absurdity Observer
Some Of The Most Absurd Things That Have Happened In Recent Weeks
• Quadruple vaccinated Joe Biden experiences
symptoms and tests positive for COVID-19. It was
nearly exactly one year ago when Biden announced
that “You are not going to get COVID if you have these
vaccinations.”
• Article titled “Increasing SARS-Cov2 cases, hospitalizations, and deaths among the vaccinated …” (Emani et
al.) finds “the vaccine effectiveness (VE) for the third
dose was negative since December 20, 2021, with significantly increased proportion of SARS-CoV2 cases,
hospitalizations and deaths among the vaccinated;
and a decreased proportion of cases, hospitalizations,
and deaths among the unvaccinated.” They concluded, “There is no discernible vaccine effectiveness
among ≥18 years of age, vaccinated third dose population since the beginning of the Omicron variant
surge.” These findings are consistent with Ontario
data.
• Shortly after alternative news sources, like Druthers,
published that Ontario Public Health’s data was
showing an alarming trend of the “triple-vaccinated” getting COVID-19 at rates of more than double
that of the “not fully vaccinated,” Ontario Public
Health removed publicly accessible data on the
vaccination status and COVID-positivity status of
Ontarians.
• Article titled “Duration of immune protection of
SARS-CoV-2 natural infection against reinfection
in Qatar” (Chemaitelly et al.) finds that the effectiveness of primary infection against severe,
critical, or fatal COVID-19 reinfection was
97.3% irrespective of the variant of infection or
reinfection, with no evidence of waning.”
• Tens of thousands of farmers have gathered from
all across the Netherlands to protest government
policies that are deliberately shrinking the farming
sector, impacting the livelihood of thousands of farmers
and the food supply of literally hundreds of millions of
people. Meanwhile, here in Canada, the same “climate
crisis” playbook is being used (perhaps in an attempt
to have farms fail, allow for land to be purchased by
billionaires, and control the food supply.) Trudeau
instigated a 30% fertilizer reduction policy while still
allowing Glyphosate, the most widely used herbicide
in Canada, to poison our country.
• A new UN report shows that a record 345 million
people are acutely hungry and are ‘marching to the
brink of starvation.’ In early 2020, before the COVID-19
pandemic, the figure was 135 million.
• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada announced that the
federal government is investing up to $8.5 million
into what will be the world’s largest cricket production facility. The government said the investment to
Aspire (London, ON) was “to support the building of a
commercial facility to produce cricket protein.”
• 3 young doctors working at Trillium Health
in Mississauga, Ontario (Dr. Sawicki, Dr. Segall, &
Dr. McKenzie) die of “sudden and unexpected”
causes over the course of just one week, the same
week a marathon runner and well-known doctor at a
different hospital also in the Toronto General Area, (Dr.
Hannam), died unexpectedly while out for a morning
jog.
• “Deaths of unknown causes” is now Alberta’s #1

killer. According to Alberta Health’s data (open.
alberta.ca), unknown causes of death have increased
approximately 2.4 times in 2021 compared to the
previous year. A few months ago, a pathology study
by Dr. Bhakdi & Dr. Burkhardt showed ~93% of
people who died of “unknown causes” after being
vaccinated had “clear evidence of vaccine-induced
autoimmune-like pathology.” The autopsy study was
done on 15 patients who died (from 7 days to 6 months)
after receiving the COVID vaccine. These were all cases
where the officials ruled death was NOT caused by the
vaccine. They discovered that in 14 of the 15 patients,
there was widespread evidence of autoimmune tissue

•

•

•

•

destruction (via killer lymphocytic infiltration) in ways
that have never been described in the medical literature
before the COVID vaccines. The heart was attacked in
all 14 cases.
The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared
the monkeypox outbreak a public health emergency of international concern. The decision was
announced July 23 after WHO convened its second
emergency committee where WHO’s own expert
panel voted 9–6 against the emergency declaration.
WHO chief overruled the panel and declared an emergency. The two-dose repurposed smallpox vaccine,
Imvamune, has begun its roll-out in Canada.
Mastercard, in partnership with the UN, to start measuring the carbon footprint of your purchases. The
new CO2 monitoring credit card, called “Doconomy,”
is designed to stop working (& put you into a financial
“lockdown”) when you hit your “carbon max.”
Journal of Food and Chemical Toxicology article (Seneff
et al.) finds that “vaccination induces a profound
impairment in type I interferon signalling,” which
hinders one’s immune system and “has diverse adverse
consequences to human health.” The study also found
vaccination has “potential profound disturbances in
regulatory control of protein synthesis and cancer surveillance.”
Health Canada authorizes use of mRNA COVID-19
vaccines in children 6 months to 5 years of age despite
a CDC study (April 26 MMWR, Clarke et al.) finding

that, as of February 2022, over 75% of children are carrying antibodies from previous infection and there is
perhaps a perfect recovery rate in these children. The
true recovery rate is unknown due to Health Canada
not separating the data of those who were hospitalized
or died “of” COVID vs “with” COVID. On June 15th,
a Vaccine and Related Biological Products Advisory
committee meeting noted that 1 in 83 Moderna vaccinated infants experienced a severe adverse event and
1 in 71 Pfizer vaccinated infants experienced a severe
adverse event (see Dr. Jessica Rose).
• Toddlers’ speech and motor skills have dropped
sharply in the wake of the pandemic, official data
show. The Royal College of Speech and Language
Therapists (RCSLT), Assessments show that one
in five children are not meeting expected standards by age 2½, with referrals to speech and
language therapy doubling since the pandemic.
Communication skills suffered one of the most
significant falls in performance.
• A study done on neighbouring North Dakota
school districts titled “Association between school
mask mandates and SARS-CoV-2 infections” (Sood
et al.) finds “no significant difference between
(cumulative) student case rates while the
districts had differing masking policies.”
• It’s no longer just a COVID thing. After installing various checkpoints between provinces over
the course of the COVID-19 pandemic and creating a “Red Zone” in Ottawa during the Freedom
Convoy, Canada’s normalization of checkpoints
continues. Police checkpoints covered Whitby,
ON in late July during a meeting of the Hell’s
Angels Motorcycle club, where they checked ID’s.
• Freedom Convoy organizer Pat King is finally
granted bail after 150 days in jail. Meanwhile, Tamara
Lich, another Freedom Convoy organizer who was
arrested and held for weeks without bail, has been
arrested and jailed without bail again for allegedly violating “no-contact” bail conditions placed on her after
being charged for her role in February’s demonstration.
• Disturbing study published to the Lancet and reviewed
by Virology (Adverse effects of COVID-19 vaccines
and measures to prevent them by Yamamoto) finds
“immune function among vaccinated individuals 8
months after the administration of two doses of COVID
vaccine was lower than that among the unvaccinated”. According to the European Med Agency, “frequent booster shots could adversely affect the immune
response.”
• Explosive data from the Department of Defense DMED
database of 1.4M active duty DoD servicemen shows
shocking increases in medical conditions from
mRNA “vaccines” after the military demanded
injections for all service members. The data, obtained
by 3 courageous DoD whistleblowers and shared by
attorney Tom Renz and senator Ron Johnson, showed
the following: 487% spike in breast cancer, 551% spike
in Guillain-Barré syndrome, 269% spike in myocardial
infarction, 468% spike in pulmonary embolism, 291%
spike in Bell’s palsy, 437% spike in ovarian dysfunction,
279% spike in miscarriages, 680% spike in multiple
sclerosis, 664% spike in malignant neoplasms, plus
other condition increases.
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